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From The Editor-In-Chief 

 

The February 2021 Edition is Special in the sense that; it 

marks the 33 years of the Corps existence. The Corps in the 

past three (3) decades and three (3) years has proved itself 

as an organization that continually leverage on the sound 

foundation that was laid by the founding fathers; when we 

look back at the other agencies of government that were 

established at the same time. 
 

The Corps right from its existence had witnessed seven levels of leadership of which all had proven 

their worth in living legacy project behind. 

 

Under the leadership of the present Corps Marshal and with the realities of the time, he had brought 

to bear his wealth of knowledge in the profession and has also shown that as the first indigenous Corps 

Marshal, he can weather the storm and also bring the Corps to a level that it can be rated high at the 

international level. 

 

Sequel to this therefore, the magazine has as its theme “The Man Behind the Moves”. This can be seen 

among the various project he has put on ground ranging from logistics, capacity building and 

organizational facelift. Championing programmes on road safety to the point of making the Corps a 

World Class Organization as captured in his felicitation message that marked the 33rd Anniversary of 

the Corps. 

 

The Edition also has ten (10) most technologically driven cars in the world going by the benefit the car 

tends to provide being discussed. 

 

Lastly, the benefits of the sun on the human skin was also x-rayed. It is therefore, important that 

Staff should see the need of making meaningful contribution towards the progress of this Magazine as 

a lot can be learnt from it. 
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Top 10 Latest Car Technology Innovations of the Past Decade 

No matter 
where you are 
in the world, 
there is one 
thing you 
cannot avoid 
and that is the 
fact that the 
automotive 
world has come 
a long way and 
is continuing to 
develop rapidly. 
Cars have 
significantly 
improved over 
the years and 
manufacturers 
are looking to 
deliver better 
performing 
models on a 
regular basis.  
 

From seatbelts to automatic parking and everything in 

between, technology in cars keeps getting better and 

more advanced. When manufacturers sell cars, they 

focus on the newest additions and latest specifications 

that are built into the vehicle. Here are the best 

technological breakthroughs in the automobile industry 

in the past 10 years. 

Source; CAR24India 

https://www.cars24.com/


                    

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Fast Charging 

 

 Electric Vehicles or EVs have become increasingly popular across the world and they are continuing to develop as 

we speak.  

 Many of the available manufacturers today are looking to the future and are producing or planning to produce 

high-powered electric cars that can be easily comparable to some of the best fuel-powered vehicles. However, 

one of the standout features of electric vehicles or even hybrid vehicles is the ability to be powered by an in-built 

battery. These batteries are recharged through outlets either at home or anywhere there are charging outlets.  

 All available EVs come with a regular AC charger that can normally take the battery from 0 to 100 percent in about 

4-6 hours. But with the inclusion of fast charging, things have become extremely fast. So fast that the DC charger 

is capable of taking the battery from 0 to 80 percent in a matter of 30 minutes. While charging stations are quite 

rare right now, the increasing popularity of EVs is sure to build that number up. 

  2. Lane Keep Assist 

 

 

This technology uses the steering along 

with the brakes to keep the vehicle within 

the lines of the driving lane and stops it 

from crossing them. As soon as the wheels 

begin to cross the lines, the lane-keep 

assistance technology kicks in and corrects 

it so that the vehicle stays centred and 

safe. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is one of the newest technologies incorporated into cars and the lane-keeping assistance feature is definitely 

one of the best ones yet. If you are used to long drives or driving through the night, the lane-keep assist helps you 

stay safe on the road at all times. The software in the car’s system allows it to stay centred in the lane while driving 

forward. 

3. Automatic Parking 

 

 

 

 

 

So there isn’t a single 

driver out there that can 

say that they haven’t had 

trouble while parking their 

car. That’s why automatic 

parking was one of the 

most inventive and 

advantageous technologies 

created. What started in 

2006 by Lexus is now one 

of the most wanted 

technologies in the 

automotive world 

The automatic parking 

feature allows the driver to 

almost completely park 

their car automatically – 

except for the occasional 

brake when the driver is 

requested to do 

 

Today, more and more car manufacturers have been including the 

automatic parking technology into their vehicles and the interested buyers 

have been going berserk for it. Whether you opt for an Audi, BMW, Jeep, 

Tesla, or any of the premium brands available, you are sure to get the 

automatic parking tech included in your vehicle. If you feel like any of these 

brands are out of your reach (financially), a used car evaluation tool can 

come in handy when you’re looking for a second-hand car in the market. 
 

 

4. Voice Recognition 

 

https://www.cars24.com/used-car-valuation/
https://www.cars24.com/buy-used-cars/
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5 Wi-Fi 

 

 

 

 Considered as one of the most advanced technological breakthroughs in the automobile 

industry, voice recognition has come a long way. We all saw the voice recognition 

feature on the Bentley in the 2009 film, 2012, and we all thought it was just fiction but 

this technology truly does exist.  

 

 The majority of car accidents today are caused by drivers using their mobile phones 

while behind the wheel and this technology eliminates the need for that. Through the 

voice recognition technology, drivers are able to make or receive calls, read and reply to 

text messages, get navigational directions, use multimedia like play music or videos, and 

even start the vehicle (only a few select models). 

 

 

  Although the technology is currently still in its development phase, the inclusion of 

Android Auto and Apple Car Play will definitely improve the recognition capability. 

 

5. Wi-Fi 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 As mentioned above, Android Auto and Apple Car Play have become a major addition to the 

cars we drive today and that is extended even further with the inclusion of Wi-Fi hotspots 

inside the car itself. While car manufacturers do not advise drivers to use their smartphones, 

tablets, or other connected devices while driving, the Wi-Fi hotspots in the car make it easier 

for people to stay connected even in low signal areas or while driving through a tunnel. 

 

  When Wi-Fi supporting cars were first advertised, it was reserved for the premium or luxury 

cars such as Mercedes-Benz and BMW but with the availability of internet becoming so easy, 

the lower-end manufacturers are also including this feature into their models. No more will 

you have to worry about how to keep the kids distracted while you drive back home from a 

cake-filled birthday party – just connect your phone or tablet and let the cartoons take over. 

 

6. Automatic Emergency Braking 

 How quick are you behind the wheel of your car? Faster 

than a computer? Unfortunately, that isn’t the case for 

the majority of people who own and drive a car. 

Fortunately, today’s cars come with a plethora of 

sensors that can detect anything from obstacles in the 

 The sensors along with the 

on-board computer kick into 

action immediately and 

initiate the brakes which slow 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
7. Smartphone Integration 

. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Smartphones are getting smarter every 

day and cars are getting more 

technologically advanced twice as fast. 

So, it only seems right for smartphones 

and cars to work together to make your 

driving experience better, safer, and 

definitely more entertaining.  

 Connecting your phone to your car is not 

a completely new idea as you could do 

this through a USB and Bluetooth 

connection, but it was limited to making 

calls or playing music from your device. 

Now, with the inclusion of Google 

Android Auto and Apple Car Play along 

with the numerous applications 

designed for an immersive experience. 

 There is so much more you can do 

using your smartphone and your 

cars computer system. Make and 

receive calls, send and read texts, 

listen to your favourite songs and 

podcasts, locate your favourite 

destinations, watch movies, and 

even shop all with the touch a 

button or in some cases, with 

your voice commands. 

  As technology gets even more 

advanced, we can’t wait to see 

what more we will be able to do 

through our smartphones and 

connected cars. 

 

8. Navigation 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 As we just spoke about smartphone integration, we thought we should mention the navigation 

technology that is available today in almost all cars. Navigation, like phone connectivity, is not a 

new idea; however cars have moved on from the slow-moving GPS systems we once were so 

impressed by. Today, you can get directions and information to any location you want with the 

touch of a button. Whether you’re looking for a McDonald’s at 3:00 am or a gas station in the 

middle of nowhere, the navigation systems of today are more than capable of giving you accurate 

readings within seconds.  

 

 Not only car you get directions on the latest systems, you are able to download traffic information, 

real-time news for accidents or detours, satellite views of maps, real-time driving instructions, and 

so much more. With HUD or Head-Up Display and Holographic Windshields, navigation today has 

become so much more interesting than it once was. 

 
 

9. Keyless Entry and Start 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Keys? Who needs them? Well, the way things are going in 

the automobile world, it looks like keys are soon 

becoming a thing of the past – just like cassettes and 

CD’s. Today, most cars come with electronic key fobs 

which help you get into your car without having to look 

for keys when you have your hands full. As an addition, 

these key fobs allow you to unlock the car from a 

distance so that you don’t waste time trying to get in. 

The electronic key fob is lightweight and can unlock, lock, 

and even start the car before you even get in. 

 
 

Inside, that keyless 

technology is 

featured once again 

with a push-button 

start and stop. Once 

again, you will not 

have to look and 

feel around for a 

key insert and then 

turn the key to get 

the vehicle going – 

just press the 

button and enjoy 

the purring of the 

engine within a 

second. 

 

 



  

10. Automatic Litigates 

 

Don’t you hate it 

when you have your 

hands full and you 

need to open the lift 

gate to get your 

groceries or other 

items into the car? 

Well, car 

manufacturers saw 

how frustrating it was 

and introduced the 

automatic lift gate 

which opens the back 

of the car without 

having to physically 

touch the door at all. 

There are sensors under the rear of the 

car that are capable of detecting your 

foot and all you have to do is wave your 

foot underneath it to get the lift gate to 

open. While this feature itself is 

extremely cool and handy, it doesn’t 

always work with the first kick. To make 

it even easier to get your items into 

your car, manufacturers included a 

feature into the electronic key fob that 

senses your proximity and 

automatically opens the liftgate when 

you get close enough. 

 

There you have it, 10 of the coolest 

and advantageous technologies 

incorporated into cars today. While 

most cars come with at least a few 

of the features, you can find luxury 

cars or premium models with all or 

most of them included. With 

technology progressing at the 

speed of light, we can’t wait and 

can’t imagine what the future 

holds for the automobile world. 

Exciting time ahead for sure. 

 



 

 

 

 
 
  

SAFE  
DRIVING 

Driving requires total concentration. Every driver should know the basic rules and regulations 

guiding driving. This is necessary to ensure good driving culture. 

 

 

Source; The Nigerian High Way Code 

 

 

 TAKING OFF 

Ensure that the gear is in a neutral position 

(park position if automatic). 

Ensure all mirrors are functional. 

Adjust steering wheel, seat, head rest, 

mirrors, etc., especially if familiar with the 

vehicle. 

Fasten your seat belt. 

Look through the mirror and ensure that the 

road is clear. 

Start the vehicle and indicate your direction of 

motion with the help of the Pointer or 

traficator. 

Engage the gear and take off smoothly. 

 

 BREAKING 

NEVER GET TOO CLOSE TO TGE VEHICLE IN 

FRONT (do not tailgate) 

Be mindful of the vehicle behind. 

To slow down, break smoothly and in a 

controlled manner. 

Break gently and in plenty of time. 

Sudden break could result in loss of control 

and rear collusion. 

Always ensure your break lights are 

functional. 

 

 REVERSING 

Before reversing, ensure that there are no 

pedestrians particularly children or the 

physically challenged persons or obstruction 

on the road behind you. 

Be careful about the “blind spot” (area) 

behind you, that is the part of the road that 

cannot   be seen from the driving seat using 

the mirror. 

 

 REVERSING AT NIGHT 

Put the head lights on. 

Ensure the reverse lights are functional. 

Switch on HAZARD light if necessary 

 

  REVERSE PROHIBITIONS 

Do not reverse from a side road into a major 

road. 

At a bend or a crease of the hill. 

On the express way. 

On a bridge. 

On a busy road with high volume of traffic. 

 

 PARKING 
Intending to park, check the mirror and look out 

for other road users. 

Signal in tension to stop. 

Move to the direction if safe to do so. 

Stole as close as possible to the right edge of the 

road. Before leaving the vehicle, switch off the 

engine and engage the parking break. 

At night switch off head lights. 

Lock the doors of the vehicle. 

Secure all valuables in the booth. 

On anti-theft devises where installed. 

To park, adopt “look-signal-look-move” routine. 

 

 PARKING PROHIBITIONS 

Do not park at the following places: 

Where “NO PARKING” sign is posted or 

displayed. 

Where the vehicle will obstruct the views of 

other road users or constitute danger. For 

example at bends or corners 

 

 

 

 



  

BENEFITS OF THE 

SUN ON THE SKIN 

Source; Women, Health and Lifestyle 

           It might be tempting to hide your skin from the intense rays; sunshine isn't necessarily something to fear! 

Yes, the sun can damage your skin, speed up signs of aging and potentially even lead to skin cancer — but as long as you 

take the proper sun safety precautions, you'll be able to enjoy the benefits of the sun without worry. You probably already 

know the basic safeguards that will serve you well: always wear a broad-spectrum sunscreen and remember to reapply a 

generous layer every two hours! 

            With adequate sun protection in place, the positive effects of the sun can go far beyond what you might expect. 

Here are four benefits that a dose of sunshine can provide to keep both you and your skin feeling great. 

 

 Sunshine can turn your bad 

day around 

 

Soaking up some rays can brighten 

your day — literally and 

figuratively. This is because 

exposure to sunlight triggers a 

boost in serotonin, one of your 

brain's "feel-good" chemicals. 

 

Low serotonin levels are thought 

to play a key role in depression, 

especially the kind that tends to 

hit during winter, when sunlight is 

scarce. On top of that, research 

shows that people who spend 

more time outside have higher 

levels of this "happy" 

neurotransmitter. So, if you're 

feeling blue, head outside to 

maximize the relationship 

between sun and serotonin! 

 It helps you produce an important nutrient 

 

It’s not uncommon to have low vitamin D levels; 

many people do. But that can be a problem, 

considering vitamin D is a key component in 

keeping bones healthy and strong thanks to its role 

in absorbing calcium and phosphorus. What's more, 

the nutrient may also be involved in maintaining a 

healthy immune system and proper muscle 

function — two factors that should be pretty 

important to anyone with an active lifestyle. 

Conveniently, one reason sunshine is so helpful is 

its ability to initiate a reaction within the body that 

triggers vitamin D production. While you can get 

vitamin D through certain types of food like salmon, 

tuna, egg yolks, cheese and fortified milk, most 

people don't include enough of this nutrient in their 

diet alone. So, make time for yourself to get 

acquainted with an inviting patch of sunlight — all 

in the name of better health, of course! 

 



  

 You may sleep better after some time 

in the sun 
 

You can compare winter naps and summer 

naps all you want, but there's no real 

competition. There's just something magical 

about winding down a hot day spent in the 

sun with a cool nap, and researchers may 

have picked up on why. 

 

You're probably familiar with circadian 

rhythms. They essentially run your body's 

internal clock, telling you when it's time to 

wake up and go to sleep. Our circadian 

rhythms are based on the sun — but since 

most of us spend our evenings scrolling 

through brightly lit screens, we're exposed to 

light much later in the day than our ancestors 

were. 

 

Luckily, serotonin is involved in the 

production of another hormone that 

influences our sleep: melatonin. When 

serotonin levels in our bodies are just right, 

there's a greater likelihood that melatonin 

will be too, which means better shut-eye (and 

possibly even a healthier body weight)! For 

the best effects, try combining time in the 

sun with exercise. 

 Sunshine can make your skin glow  

and not from a tan 

 

Yes, really. We often think about how the 

sun can damage skin, but for people with 

certain skin conditions, the sun can actually 

be a kind of medicine. For instance, 

psoriasis and eczema cause rashes and 

lesions, and UV light can help the healing 

process along. 

 

But even for those who don't have specific 

skin issues, taking in a few UV rays may 

give you a healthy glow. Research shows 

that sunshine can lower blood pressure 

and improve heart health — and the more 

you nourish your body, the better it will 

look! 

 

Great skin may have a massive impact on 

your outward appearance, but it starts 

from within. Moderate sun exposure is 

associated with all kinds of health benefits, 

so don't be afraid to enjoy the benefits of 

the sun. As long as you're smart about how 

(and when) you catch some rays, you can 

safely look forward to whatever 

tomorrow's sunrise brings your way. 

 



 

 

Road Safety is ours.  

Let us join Hands to 

build it together 


